HEALTH AND BIOSCIENCES
DOCTORAL PROGRAMME

HBS-DP Internal Call for Course Funding

NOTE: This is only for preview. To submit the application, please go to the online form at: https://www.webropolsurveys.com/S/462F4FFD03E1006F.par

1. Applicant information (Responsible person) *
   
   Firstname
   Lastname
   Mobile
   Email
   Research unit at the University of Oulu
   Faculty

2. Participating doctoral degree programme(s) in Health and Biosciences (please select one or more) *
   
   Medicine
   Biochemistry and Molecular Medicine
   Dentistry
   Health Sciences
   Biology

3. Other participating faculties, units, or doctoral programmes (HS, TNS, ITEE-DP), if relevant

4. Course details *

   Title of the course
5. Course in UOulu: Invited teachers or speakers

Number of invited teachers

Names and institutes of the invitees (if already available)

Total teaching hours

Estimated teaching costs/ honoraries

Estimated travelling costs (to and from Oulu, including local transportation)

Estimated accommodation costs

6. If the proposed course is arranged outside of UOulu (teachers)

Note: This applies only for the teachers from the University of Oulu

Number of teachers

Travelling costs

Accommodation costs

7. If the proposed course is arranged outside of UOulu (doctoral students)

Note: This applies only for the doctoral candidates with study rights granted by the University of Oulu Graduate School (UniOGS)
Number of doctoral students

Travelling costs

Accommodation costs

8. Other costs, if any

Description of the cost items

Total sum of other cost items

9. Additional information
(Please indicate here also, if you have other known or planned funding sources for the course.)